MA LTC ELIGIBILITY
Fact Sheet

STEP 1 = Determining MA Eligibility

INCOME
NMP/MA $2,199 Mo. (gross Income)
MNO/MA $2,550 6 Mo. (net income) less - $20/mo disregard
- medical expenses
- health insurance premiums
- 6 mo anticipated cost of NFC (avg mo. private pay rate)

RESOURCES $2,000* $2,400
*Effective 10/31/03 there is an additional $6,000 resource disregard for NMP (300% FBR) categories of MA LTC.

SPOUSAL IMPOVERISHMENT $119,220 Maximum
COMMUNITY SPOUSE SHARE $23,844 Minimum

AVG. MONTHLY PRIVATE PAY RATE = $8,916.65
AVG. DAILY PRIVATE PAY RATE = $293.15
Excess Home Equity Limit = $552,000

STEP 2 = Determining Payment Towards Cost of Care (Patient Pay)

PERSONAL NEEDS ALLOWANCE = $45/mo.
MINIMUM MONTHLY MAINTENANCE NEEDS ALLOWANCE = $1,967/mo.
MAXIMUM MONTHLY MAINTENANCE NEEDS ALLOWANCE = $2,980.50/mo.

EXCESS SHELTER STANDARD = $590
SHELTER COSTS
  Heating Standard = $557
  Non-Heating Std = $289
  Homeless Std = $143
  Limited SUA = $55
  Phone Only = $33

HOME MAINTENANCE DEDUCTION = $755.10/mo. (6 mo. limit)

---------------------------------------------

COMBINED SSI AND STATE SUPPLEMENT AMTS

PERSONAL NEEDS ALLOWANCE (PNA) LTC Facility = $45 mo.
PC HOME = $85 mo. DOM CARE HOME = $189.30 mo.

$1,172.30 $1,167.30

Effective January 1, 2015